ere ILo = P, anad = P. Using IS, E[ greater t h m zem that is a discrete-time transition probab dation depends on curred in the same mented in a static the system back t o the ~e g~~e~a~~~~ state [a].
Statistical ization of the 1s
It is well known that the general, non-parametric, globally optimal IS measure is a tautology, since it requires ~n o w~e~~e of For a given point B in the bias parameter space, the random numbers used to estimate V~U~~( P , P * )
are drawn using 8t = 8. Therefore, during the search the simulation sampling distribution is continuoudy changing while approaching the o p timal IS distribution as 8 -+ gopt. Thus, the algorithm tends to constantly improve the IS-variance until the near-optimal bias parameters are found. In [9], we developed the SGD algorithm for using IS in tandem networks. The SGB algorithm for determining the nearoptimal bias parameters for estimating the cell loss probability in tandem queues is outlined in Figure 1 . In [9], the SGD dgc+ rithm was applied to tandem networks with deterministic service times. Here, we apply the SGD algorithm to tandem networb with geometric service times, systems which can not be solved with techniques such as those in [SI.
Several heuristic arguments can be used to identify a startkg point for the search in (4) when important events are rare. For example, near-optimal bias parameters for the case where the important events are not rare (e.g., smaller buffer size for cell loss probability) can be found first and used as a starting point for the rare event case. We comment more on our experimental method and the selection of the parameters used in the SGD algorithm in section 3.2.
3 Tandem M -P B P + M M B B P / G e o / l / K Queues When the tagged traffic is idle, there are no arrivals, and there is a probability qt that the tagged traffic remains idle in the next slot, and a probability 1 -qt that the tagged traffic transitions to the active state in the next slot.
The second stream, called the external tr&c [20] , is modeled by B Markov Modulated Bernoulli Batch Process (MMBBP). It differs from the standard MMBP, of which the IBP is a special case, in that more than one cell can arrive during a busy slot, and there is a probability q that the external trific remains idle in the next slot, and a probability 1 -q that the external traffic transitions to the active state in the next slot.
When tagged and external cell arrivals occur in the same slot, they are inserted into the buffer in a random order. A cell loss occurs when the there is no room in the buffer for the arriving cells. According to the geometric service, if the buffer is non-empty, the probability that the cell at the head of the buffer receives service in a slot is 1 -U. network to the next stage in the tandem network, while the external traffic exits the system after the stage in which it enters the system. Thus, the input streams of the stages following the first stage of the tandem network are characterized by the tagged traffic stream exiting the previous stage and an MMBBP modeling the external traffic. The burstinew of the external traffic entering the network at each stage is denoted by C i .
M-IBP+MMBBP/Geo

Experimental Method
The estimate of the cell loss probability at the input of the S-th stage in the tandem network is obtained by using the SGD algorithm to minimize the estimate of the variance of the average number of tagged cell losses per RC at the S-th stage with respect to the bias parameters. This requires that S stages be used to estimate the cell loss probability at the input of the S-th stage. The average number of arrivals per RC (corresponding to the denominator in (2) ) is estimated using conventional MC simulation since arrivals are not rare events [4] .
Regeneration epochs are defined as the instants where each buffer in the network is empty, the tagged traffic stream is going active and generating a cell, and all the external traffic streams in the network are idle. In each RC, qt, p., q. and Q. . . , S using the SGD algorithm. In addition, each stage in the network was assumed to have identical parameters, p = p a , q = q., U = ua and K =: K,. For the example cases, the total offered tagged traffic load at each node was held fixed at 0.7, with the offered external traffic load ranging from 0.5 to 0.6. Table 1 describes the system set-up that was optimized for the example cases, referred to as systems GI and G2 for 1, 2 and 3-stage tandem networks.
The SGD algorithm was applied by using as the starting point the near-optimal IS biae parameters for a smaller buffer capacity. We examine in detail the search for the near-optimal IS bias parameters for one stage of system G2. As shown in Table  2 , the optimization runs consisted of four phases, i = 1 , 2 , , 34, at three different buffer sizes, where N , is the expected number of slots for each buffer size. The search began at a buffer size of K = 500 where the cell loss probability was high and the bias parameter space could be searched efficiently with the SGD algorithm starting from the conventional MC point. The value of the step size for K = 500 was h = 1 x lo-'. The actual step size in the SGD algorithm in Figure 1 is normalized to the largest partial derivative so that the search takes the largest step in the direction of greatest change. This means that the bias parameter with the largest partial derivative can change by an amount no greater than R from one iteration to the next. The value of Q is not yet critical since we only neet1 an estimate of the optimal for K = 500 to begin the search for the next buffer size.
The normalized estimator variance for a march run for K = 500 shown in Figure 3 demonstratea how the estimator variance is reduced as a result of more efficient simulation using IS as the SGD algorithm steers the search toward the near-optimal bias parameters,
The near-optimal bias parameters at each buffer size were used as the starting point for the optimbatioin run at the next longer buffer size that was considered. In this case, the nearoptimal bias parameters for K = 500 were U E E~ as the starting point for the K = 1100 search, and the neaur-optimal bias parameters for K = 1100 were used iu the starting point for the K = 2000 search. There are several heuristics that allow us to know when the vicinity of the optimal has bean reached: the estimates of the partial derivatives change sign near the optimal, and the normalized estimator variance reaches a minima and begins to oscillate as the SGD algorithim gets near the optimal then moves away only to return again. The SGD algorithm is robust in that the partial derivative estimates c m be rough, although IS improves the estimates of the partial derivatives as well as the estimate of the cell loss itself. The stoppirug criteria is related to the norm of the distance of the step through the biaa parameter space. Since the SGD algorithm always moves at the least a normalized distance h through the parameter space, we make h smaller once the vicinity of the optimal is reaxhed, which is why two different values of h were used for the K := 2000 buffer size.
As given in Table 2 , we cham Q = 4 x lo-* uiriing Q = 2h to end the search for the near-optimal bias parameters for one stage of system G2.
In order to verify the near-optimal biw parameters found by the SGD algorithm, we performed 10 search% for one stage of system G2 with the identical parameters given1 in Table 2 for the SGD algorithm. The only Merence in the seimches was the seed used by the random number generator. As shoiwn in Table 3 , the number of iterations at each phase in the seaxh varied because Table 1 : Near-optimal bias parmeters using the SGD algorithm for 1, 2 and %stage tandem ~-~?~~~~B P /~e o /~/ K queues. Table 3 : Near-optimal bias parameters found for 10 s e d e s for one stage of system G2, the number of runs for ea& bufl'er size of the s e d the overall cost of the search and the resulting reduction i n of the stochastic nature of the search using the SGD algorithm, yet the find bias parameters for e x h of the average bias parmeter value. onstrates that the algorithm arrives at bias p a r~e~e r s that are because of the stochastic nature of the semch, but SGD algorithm consistently arrives in the vicinity o bias parameters.
number of slots that were simulated.
that N, slots in Table 2 are simulated for conservative assumption since the near-opt used to determine N , are more biased t h used during the search, resulting in a longer RC in terms of the number of slots. The cost of the MC s~~~a t~o n 5 (see section 3.3) was 1.50 x BO* slots. Thus, from Table 3 , the overhead involved 'th the search for the near-opthd bias parmeters reduces Since R,,t is not effected by m o r perturbations k the bias parameters, the near-optimal bias parameters offer a speed-up that is close enough to the optimal for efficient simulation.
Numerical Examples
It was determined that the near-optimal bias parameters for a single stage could be used M the starting point for the 2-stage tandem network by using the taanslation 8I:itior = bias parameters at the s-th stage can be used as a starting point for the optimization runs for the (s -+-1)-th stage. For = 1,000 RC per simulation iteration, the algorithm converged for both systems after I A < 7,000 iterations for the first stage and IA < 2,000 iterations for the subsequent stages. Table 1 shows the near-optimal bias parameter values found using the SGD algorithm for 1, 2 and 3-st e tandem networks EQK systems G1 and G2. In order to determine confidence intervals and speed-up f a d 0 1 5 over conventional M e simulation, NR = 20 sets of NRC = 1000 RC per set were performed for 'Fable 3 ah0 computes the cost of the search k terms of the We w u m e on average et by a factor of roughly 2. varying buffer sizes using the near-optimal IS biae parameter values in Table 1 . The confidence intervals of the estimate of the cell loss probability and the speed-up factor!, over conventional MC: simulation provided by simulation using IS ape determined using the method k ['I]. Tables 4 and 5 give the estimates of the cell loss probability, the 95% confidenct: intervals and the Rnet that result from applying the bias parameter settings chosen by the SGD algorithm in the simulation of systems 61 and G2 in Table 1 as the buffer size and number ob stages in the tandem netwoIk varies. The results in Tabales 4 and 5 are a l s~ plotted in Figures 4 and 5 for systems 6 1 and G2, respectively. The bnrstiness of the external traffic in system 6 1 is very low, compared to the mildly bursty external trdlic in system G2. FOE system GI, the cell loss probability decraeases as the tagged c propagates through the tandem network because of the stays relatively constant ZB it ates tlarongh the tandem network because of the higher ~u~~~~~~. The Table 7 : Comparison of estimated and actual &et for one stage of systems G1 and G2.
account the increase in the length of the RC when IS is used:
As given in Table 7 , the speed-up values are comparable for system G1, but fat_ system G2 Rnat is a factor of roughly 25 below the value of Rnet. This happens because as the buffer size increases, cell loss events become more bursty and hence more correlated and our independence assumption becomes more conservative. We could argue that for the longer buffer sizes the conservative nature of our method of calculating Rnet more than compensates for the overhead incurred, thus making the Rnet value given in the tables conservative even after factoring in the overhead. 4 
Conclusion
Monte Carlo simulation using importance sampling can obtain large speed-up factors if the modification or bias of the underlying probability measures is properly chosen. In this paper, we utilized the Stochastic Gradient Descent algorithm to arrive at favorable bias parameter settings that increased the efficiency of the simulation used to estimate the cell loss probability of tandem M-IBP+MMBBP/Geo/l/K queues. Such systems can not be solved using the methods in [5] . These queueing systems are useful building blocks in performance models for ATM switches and networks. For the examples presented, we achieved speed-up factors of 1 to 8 orders of magnitude over conventional Monte Carlo simulation of the estimation of the cell loss probability.
We also described in detail the experimental method associated with the application of the SGD algorithm.
